Abstract-Complex software systems are usually built by composing numerous components, including external services. The quality of service (QoS) is essential for determining the usability of such systems, and depends both on the structure of the composition and on the QoS of its components. Since the QoS of each component is usually determined with uncertainty and varies from one invocation to another, the composite system also exhibits stochastic QoS behavior. We propose an approach for computing probability distributions of the composite system QoS attributes based on known probability distributions of the component QoS attributes and the composition structure. The approach is experimentally evaluated using a prototype analyzer tool and a real-world service-based example, by comparing the predicted probability distributions for the composition QoS with the actual distribution of QoS values from repeated actual executions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Service-oriented [1] , [2] and component-based software development have become widely used software construction approaches. The possibility of extensively reusing existing services or components provides higher maintainability and increases cost-efficiency. It also allows developers to design and implement complex systems by combining and extending existing reliable building blocks by means of, for example, service compositions in the form of orchestrations or choreographies.
Aside of external Web services deployed on the Internet, a composition can involve backend application modules, programming language APIs, or third party components. Most of those components are usually seen as black boxes, i.e. the developers know close to nothing about them except for their functional descriptions. The implementation, deployment, environment, location, etc. are all managed by external service providers and are out of reach of service consumers. With such information being unavailable, it is admittedly difficult to analyze the performance of the system to be implemented.
Accordingly, engineering service-oriented systems which respect a given Service Level Agreement (SLA) [3] is hard. Different compositions can implement same functionality, but may, in principle, yield different Quality of Service (QoS) characteristics. Besides, compositions may be able to choose between several services that provide the same functionality, but different QoS. The goal would be to find a composition that fulfills the functional requirements and, at the same time, gives an acceptable (and ideally optimal) level of QoS. QoS prediction on the composition level is an important and challenging task in the field of service-oriented systems and other complex systems whose boundaries and behavior are not fully specified. Analyzing and predicting composition QoS early during development and pre-production stages can greatly reduce the amount of rework and the cost of maintenance, help the adaptation of software architecture, and increase the overall software quality by exploring design decisions that minimize the risk of violating an SLA. During execution, predicting SLA violations ahead of time can trigger adaptive measures aimed at avoiding the violations or minimizing their undesired effects.
II. MOTIVATION
In a service-oriented system, the composition QoS depends both on the QoS of the individual component services, and on the structure and logic of the composition. This basic model can be further refined by decomposing the QoS observed by the remote client into the effects of the execution environment, such network and processing speeds, and the net (local) QoS behavior of the component services proper.
Stochastic properties of the composition and the component service QoS have been sometimes described using fixed averages or medians. These are neither precise nor informative enough to compute the probability with which an actual QoS value can be expected to fall inside some interval of interest: knowing that some average response time is 3 seconds does not help to know the probability that it answers in 2.5 seconds or less, which is relevant from the point of view of both providers and customers.
An alternative approach is to approximate the ranges of actual QoS values for the components with bounds of admissible values. This is an advantage over the use of constants: it can, at least, give an approximation to the question "what is the probability that the service answers in 2.5 seconds or less". However, in order to retain some degree of completeness (i.e., cover situations that can happen), bounds for the admissible values often need to be enlarged, especially taking into account that services often exhibit a "long-tail" behavior. The need to account for these extreme points reduces the meaningfulness of the inferences: bounds ultimately express a uniform distribution, and tell us that any value within range has the same probability, which is normally not the case: outliers, which are in principle uncommon, will unnecessarily skew the results without contributing to the accuracy of the analysis.
Additionally, and since we are dealing with artificial computational systems whose macro-level behavior can ultimately be traced to that of a discrete system, the actual behavior exhibited is often complex and multi-modal. Therefore we claim that a much higher level of accuracy can be attained by representing and computing the component and composition QoS variability directly with full-fledged probability distributions and operations on them [4] .
The challenge here is to obtain the probability distribution of the QoS of compositions from previously known probability distributions of QoS for the component services. Additionally, we want to be able to do that statically and at design time, for which a (faithful) description of the composition is used. In any case, we want the prediction to be obtained without executing the real composition: doing online testing by repeatedly executing the deployed composition and measuring its QoS may be impossible or undesirable for many real-world and mission-critical applications in live systems that involve privacy, security and transactions. Using a precise model for predictions makes it possible, for example, to study the effect of changes before deploying them.
To answer this challenge, the analysis must take into account the structure and logic of the composition. This can always be provided by a developer (and this is the assumption we made in this piece of work), or, if this is not possible, could in principle be approximately inferred from adequate functional specifications (e.g., interaction protocols, abstract workflows, state machines), process mining [5] , etc. We propose an approach that is based on interpretation of the (abstract) composition structure in a probabilistic domain, which takes as input empirically collected QoS distribution profiles for component services, and returns a computed probability distribution for the composition QoS in a single run. The proposed approach maintains a probabilistic description of the composition state variables, together with operations (e.g., integer arithmetic), whose values direct the algorithmic behavior, and thus the overall composition QoS.
This computed probability distribution for the composition QoS can be used to make several predictions. Notably, it can be used to find the probability that QoS corresponding to some execution of the composition will be less than some given quantity (i.e., quoting a previous example, what is the probability that the service answers in 2.5 seconds or less?). Note that SLA constraints are often expressed in a similar way.
III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Quality of Service
In distributed and service-oriented environments, QoS attributes are increasingly important factor in service modeling and selection, and several QoS taxonomies have been proposed [6] - [8] . QoS attributes typically relate to execution time, the required network bandwidth, cost, availability, and other relevant performance and user experience factors. Several standards have been proposed for describing service QoS attributes and reasoning about them [9] , [10] . The desirable and acceptable levels of QoS are usually specified in a Service Level Agreement (SLA) [3] between the service provider and consumer. Thus, the analysis of QoS is very important to both service consumers and providers, who have to ensure that QoS of the service does not violate the value given specified in SLA.
B. QoS Analysis
A relatively recent summary of analytic quality assurance (of which QoS analysis is a subset) for Service-Based Systems can be found in [11] .
The principles of the classic approaches to analyzing QoS for service compositions have been studied by Cardoso, in a general case [12] , and particularly in the context of BPEL processes [13] . That approach is usually known as QoS aggregation, i.e., the computation of the aggregate QoS values for the whole composition from the QoS of the individual component services, and was extended by several authors [14] . Most of the QoS aggregation approaches concentrate on the control structure without considering data operations, and express their results as the expected values, which are not sufficient for reasoning about probability of exceeding limits.
Some more recent approaches try to attain a higher level of precision by employing complexity analysis to infer the upper and lower bounds of QoS based on input data and the environmental factors (e.g., the processing and network speeds) [15] . Other proposals [16] use constraint modeling to predict potential and/or imminent SLA violations at runtime. However, both of these approaches operate with the upper and the lower bounds of the component and composition QoS, and thus do not capture the shape of the distribution of values on a finer level of accuracy.
A number of other recent proposals that are concerned more with predicting SLA violations than with computing the composition level QoS (or their distributions), are based on data mining [17] , online testing [18] , and model checking [19] . We argue that the information that can be derived from computed composition QoS distribution is much richer than a yes/no prediction of some predefined SLA violation.
On the other hand, a recent proposal by Zheng et al. [4] works directly with the QoS statistical distributions, but uses a very abstract composition model that is remote from the practical implementation languages and does not take into account internal composition data and operations, which is bound to give less accurate results.
Another interesting recent proposal by Kattepur et al. [20] uses probability distributions to drive SLA negotiation and optimization for service compositions that are expressed in a Orc composition language. While the focus of that approach is complementary to the one of the current paper, it does not take into account the relationship between composition internal state and data operations (including the initial inputs) and its QoS, which is a major concern in the present paper.
IV. METHOD A. Using Discrete Probability Distributions
We propose a method to represent and compute uncertainty of service composition QoS, the QoS of the component services it invokes, and of its internal state using a uniform framework that operates on probability distributions and relies on interpretation of composition control and data. This approach offers several advantages. Firstly, probability distributions give a much higher level of details than an aggregate central tendency characterization, such as a mean or mode, and do not depend on any assumption of normality, uniformity, etc. of the behavior of the underlying processes. Secondly, empirical observations can be readily converted into the form of probability distributions and fed as inputs to the method. And thirdly, the results from a single analysis of a service composition are equivalent to those that would be obtained from an exhaustive Monte Carlo-style simulation in which the composition is used as a "black box," without taking into account the specifics of its control constructs and data operations.
On the conceptual level, we model service compositions with four main ingredients: the composition structure, the internal composition data (i.e., state), the QoS attribute of interest, and the component services used in the composition.
The composition structure describes the control constructs and data operations. The composition data includes the input given to the composition, as well as any data it uses to drive looping and branching decisions that shape the composition's algorithmic behavior and thus its overall QoS.
The QoS attribute of interest may involve execution time, amount of data sent/received, required bandwidth, number of general or specific operations or component invocations executed, monetary cost of operation, availability, or other performance/quality attributes that can be suitably quantified using some agreed unit of measure. The method is parametric to the choice of the QoS attribute, and only requires (i) the corresponding QoS probability distribution for each component service, and (ii) a suitable aggregation operator for service invocations (see Section IV-E below). For clarity of exposition, in the text that follows we treat a single QoS attribute, but two or more QoS attributes can be analyzed simultaneously and independently of each other.
In the formal model, we use the concept of an integer random variable to represent the QoS attribute of interest (such as the execution time) for the composition and each of its component services, as well as the composition's internal state variables. For the QoS attributes, the values are expressed as integral values in some appropriate units of measure, which are precise enough for the particular type of analysis. For the state variables, the domain is either natively discrete (for enumerated and integral types), or is discretized using some appropriate abstraction of data (scalar or structure) size.
The three main groups of the random variables in our composition model, whose typical relationships are shown in Figure 1 are:
. . X n represent the internal composition state variables, including those that represent parts of the incoming and outgoing messages. They typically start from some given input (distribution), and then change depending on the control flow and data operations.
• S = S 1 S 2 S 3 . . . S m represent the QoS attributes for each component service used in the composition. These typically reflect the state of the composition's environment, and their probability distributions come from the empirically collected data.
• Q is the QoS attribute for the composition. It changes in response to both the behavior of the component services S, and to concrete processing steps in the composition, which are interdependent with the state variables X. Next, we represent the values of the random variables from the set QXS of N = n + m + 1 random variables with a discrete joint probability distribution, which is a function:
are distinct variables from QXS, and V is an ordered set of N − k remaining variables from QXS, we write:
to denote the probability that Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y k and V have exactly the values y 1 , y 2 , . . . y k ∈ Z and v ∈ Z N−k , respectively. When it is clear from the context to what random variables we refer, we write (2) simply as ρ(y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k , v). We require that ρ is such that ∑ v∈Z N ρ(v) = 1 which means that there exists exactly one true assignment of integer values to the random variables from QXS. In a singular case, when it is precisely known for some (q, x, s) ∈ Z N that Q = q, X = x and S = s, then ρ(q, x, s) = 1, and for all other arguments ρ gives zero. In a non-singular case, we can understand ρ as a lottery from which an actual assignment of values to the random variables is drawn.
In a computer approximation of ρ, the ranges of feasible values for each random variable are always finite, and outside them ρ gives zero. We assume that these ranges are either given at the input to the analysis, or are maintained throughout computations in a manner that is implementation dependent.
B. Probabilistic Interpretation of Compositions
The core of our method is a technique to interpret the control structure and data operations of a given composition in the probabilistic domain, by computing with discrete probability distributions rather than with singular values. Figure 2 gives a simple abstract syntax for several commonly supported composition constructs, including assignments and integer arithmetic, service invocations, conditionals, loops, and sequential flows.
The interpretation of each construct starts from some ρ before the construct and produces a ρ after the construct according to the rules (discussed below) that express the semantics of the construct. 1 The interpretation is sound in the sense that all relevant combinations of the random variable values and probabilities from the input distribution are taken into account and represented in the result. This means that the after distribution ρ from a single run of the probabilistic interpreter describes all possible executions that are consistent with the before ρ.
C. Initial Conditions and Independence
The interpretation starts from an initial distribution ρ in which all random variables are independent of each other, and each has its own primitive distribution of values, symbolized with unconnected circles in Figure 3 
describes the initial value of the state variable, which may be singular or represent the distribution of input messages. The aggregate state distribution ρ X : Z n → [0, 1] is computed as:
represents a distribution obtained by tabulating relative frequencies of the 
Finally, ρ Q : Z → [0, 1] describes the initial value for the composition QoS, Q. It is normally singular, as the starting execution time, cost, availability of other quality attribute is the part of the QoS attribute definition.
From these components, the overall ρ is computed as:
This initial case of full independence is modified by service invocations and assignments. For instance, after invoking the component services S 1 and S 2 , Q is no longer independent, which is symbolized with arrows in Figure 3(b) . In the after ρ of (5), the independent ρ Q (q) is replaced with ρ Q|S 1 ,S 2 (q | s 1 , s 2 ) which is the conditional probability of Q = q given S 1 = s 1 and S 2 = s 2 . To simplify the analysis, we assume that the component service QoS distributions do not change and remain independent during the execution of the composition.
D. Assignments and Arithmetic
An assignment has the form X := E, where X is from X and E is an arbitrary expression from Figure 2 which may involve any number of variables from X, including possibly X. The after distribution ρ needs to satisfy the condition:
where E[u, v] represents the result of E for X = u and V = v. In (6), the probability for (x, v) in ρ aggregates the probabilities of all tuples (u, v) form ρ where the expression E evaluates to x, and for all other tuples, ρ gives zero.
In general, assignments make the variable to the left of ":=" dependent on all those appearing in E. For instance, Figure 3 (c) shows the reconfiguration with new dependency arrows leading from X 2 and X n to X 1 after (b) and X 1 := X 2 + X n . These new dependencies replace the independent probability ρ X 1 (x 1 ) from (3) with the conditional probability ρ X 1 |X 2 ,X n (x 1 | x 2 , x n ) which tells the probability of X 1 = x 1 given X 2 = x 2 and X n = x n . Computing the conditional distribution ρ X 1 |X 2 ,X n is straightforward. Figure 4 shows sample before and after distributions for the same example of assignment (only for feasible values, whose probabilities are greater than zero). The before ρ X 1 is discarded. Note that ρ X 1 |X 2 ,X n is crisp, because the arithmetic operations are deterministic. The after state distribution
Note that the computation of ρ by introducing the conditional distributions satisfies the condition (6), and its computational cost depends only on the size of feasible intervals of the variables involved in the expression.
An important aspect of the probabilistic assignments and arithmetic is that they can be used for computing both the composition state variables from X, and for updating the composition QoS represented by Q from S in a unified manner.
E. Service Invocation
A service invocation of the form callS i affects the composition quality Q by composing its previous distribution of values with the random variable S i that represents the component service's QoS. For cumulative QoS attributes, such as the cost or execution time, which add up from one activity in the execution trace to another, this update can be represented as:
which is a special case of the assignment whose effects are computed using equation (6) . For other types of QoS attributes, like availability, that represent probability, + in (7) needs to be replaced with ×, or, in general, with an appropriate aggregation operator. If the execution of the invoked service sets some composition state variable X, e.g., one that holds the service result, that can be modeled by replacing the factor that correspond to X in the after ρ X with the distribution of the service results.
This approach assumes that both the QoS and the results of the invoked service do not depend on the data that is passed to it as an input message, which is the only assumption we can make without further knowledge of the internal structure of the invoked service and when relying only on the empirically collected data. If, however, we know the structure of the invoked service, we can obtain much more precise results by a probabilistic interpretation of its definition, starting from the known distributions of its inputs, which would give both the distribution for the service quality S i and the distribution for its outputs, using again the techniques we present in this paper.
F. Sequential Composition
A sequential composition of k constructs has the form:
where each C i executes after C i−1 (for 1 < i ≤ k). If the interpretation of each construct C i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) computes after ρ i from the before ρ i−1 , then the whole sequence (8) computes after ρ = ρ k from the before ρ = ρ 0 .
G. Conditionals
We first look at the conditional construct of the form:
where B is a Boolean condition and C 1 , C 2 are the nested constructs. If v represents the value of all random variables from QXS, then we can express the probability of executing the then part as:
where B[v] represents the truth value of B when V = v. If p = 1 or p = 0 we continue simply by interpreting C 1 or C 2 , respectively. If 0 < p < 1, the initial distributions ρ 1 for C 1 and ρ 2 for C 2 need to reflect the condition B. We have:
and
which ensure the linear decomposition:
If the probabilistic interpretation of C 1 produces ρ 1 from ρ 1 and that of C 2 produces ρ 2 from ρ 2 , the result for the whole construct (9) will be their linear combination:
To practically separate ρ into ρ 1 and ρ 2 , it is sufficient to separate the values of the variables involved in the condition B. Rather than performing a comprehensive filtering of ρ in a straightforward implementation of (10), (11) and (14), we can group and split only the values of the random variables from X that appear in B. Figure 3(d) gives an example of grouping of X 1 and X 2 after (c) and under the condition B ≡ X 1 > X 2 . First, ρ X 1 |X 2 ,X n and ρ X 2 are replaced by:
which inherits X 1 's dependency on X n , and whose values (continuing the assignment example from Figure 4 ) are given in the table on top of Figure 5 . Next, the table is split into two cases, B and ¬B, and the value of p (10) is computed by multiplying with the probabilities of the dependencies, in this case X n .
H. Loops
Upon encountering a loop construct:
where B is a Boolean condition and C 1 is the loop body, the probabilistic interpreter unfolds it into the conditional:
if B then begin (15) C 1 ; while B do C 1 end else skip which is then executed according to the rules from the previous subsection on conditionals. During the interpretation of the then branch, the interpretation will again encounter a copy of (14) , which will be again unfolded into a nested conditional with the shape (15) . Although in the most general case, this unfolding process may continue indefinitely, we are here interested only in the cases of the terminating service compositions, which are a vast majority of the service compositions in use. 2 We note that, in case of need, there are currently sophisticated termination analyses [21] which can decide automatically whether a given piece of code will terminate or not for generic inputs.
I. Interpreting the Results
We are typically interested in the probability Pr[Q ≤ a] which expresses the probability that the composition quality Q does not exceed some limit a ∈ Z. This probability can be computed from the resulting ρ as follows: where v is a tuple of values for all random variables from XS. Note that this means that in practice we are typically not interested in knowing the probability of some individual value: the question "what is the probability that the process finishes in 3 seconds" is usually uninteresting, and it can even be argued that it tends to zero.
Other interesting results can be easily derived from the
. Also, if we are interested in knowing the probability that the value of Q lays between some bounds a and b (a ≤ b), that can be easily computed as:
This is necessary to answer, for example, "what is the probability that the process finishes in 2.95 to 3.05 seconds".
V. IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
A fully-functional prototype of the tool has been implemented in Prolog [22] . We have used it to evaluate experimentally the accuracy of our proposal in Section VI. The main reason for using Prolog is the ease of symbolic representation and manipulation, for both the abstract syntax of compositions and the data on probability distributions. The automatic memory management of Prolog (as in other declarative languages) also helps in quickly producing working prototypes.
The tool receives as input the (abstract) syntax of the composition, a description of the observed QoS for the services, and the expected values of the environment variables. The tool interprets the program in a domain of probability distributions and gives as result the expected QoS (time, in our examples). While we are not using it in this paper, the tool also produces the distributions of the internal and output variables of the composition.
The analyzer receives as input the composition definition (in abstract syntax), the initial distributions of values for the state variables, and the QoS distributions for the component services. Its output is the QoS distribution for the composition for the given inputs.
A sample invocation of the analyzer (for the execution time) is shown in Figure 6 . The first argument is the representation of the composition structure using Prolog terms, in this case a simple conditional that calls either service S 1 or service S 2 depending on the value of the input message X. The second argument represents the initial distribution for the state variables, here only x. The distribution is specified as a list whose members have the form i − p i , where i ∈ Z is a feasible value, and p i ∈ (0, 1] is the probability Pr[X = i], such that ∑ i p i = 1. 3 The third argument to analyze is the list of the execution times for services S 1 and S 2 , in some suitable unit of measure. Finally, the fourth argument QoS stands for the distribution of the execution times of the composition, which is returned as the result after executing analyze/4. The interface includes also calls to read and write data from and to files.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In this section we present the design, conduct and results of several experiments whose aim is to evaluate accuracy of QoS the proposed method when used for predicting QoS of a service composition.
A. General Experimental Setup
The experiment is conducted on a fully-deployed service provision/consumption system, and focuses on the execution time as the QoS attribute of interest. The collected execution times corresponding to actual executions of the composition, obtained from a large number of repeated executions, are compared with the predicted distribution of the composition execution time from the single run of the analyzer, to asses the accuracy of the predictions provided by the method.
Services are implemented as Java servlets and deployed on Google App Engine [23] , a Platform-as-a-Service cloud. The composition is implemented as a client-side Java application that connects to the services, sends the requests, receives the responses, and records the elapsed time. The time is measured and predicted in nanoseconds. The functionality of the composition and the individual services varies from one experiment to another, and is explained below.
The client-side composition code is repeatedly executed to produce the distribution ρ E for the actual composition execution time, represented by the random variable T E . The distribution ρ P of the predicted execution time T P , is produced from the single run of the analyzer.
The execution time distributions for the services, needed as the input to the analyzer, are the computed from relative frequencies of the empirically collected values from a separate set of several hundreds of individual service invocations.
The composition and the services were written to use all of the structural patterns presented in the previous section in order to validate different combinations of before-to-after distribution computations used in the interpretation method. The algorithms run by the client and the services are given to the analyzer in the abstract syntax representation.
B. Accounting For Network Variability
The execution time analysis needs to take into account the stability of network throughput. Running non-trivial examples 1000 times to obtain the empirical execution time distributions for the component services and the whole composition can take more than 2 hours, and changes in the network conditions 3 Note that "−" here is a data constructor, and not a subtraction sign. during that time can introduce inaccuracies in the result. This is practically unavoidable in a realistic WAN setting, such as the one used in our experimental setting.
In order to find out how much network variability affects our results, for each component service we measured time both on the client and the remote end: 1) Total execution time (t a ) is the time observed on the client (i.e., composition) end. It includes the time needed to transmit messages and to execute the component service logic. 2) Net execution time (t e ) is measured on the remote (i.e., component service) end, and is passed to the client side along with the service results. It excludes the time needed to transmit messages. 3) Network transmission time (t n ) is computed as t a − t e on the client side.
C. Experiment One: Matrix Multiplication
This experiment aims at testing the accuracy of the prediction in cases involving loops. The deployed remote service performs matrix multiplication. It receives two matrices from the composition, and returns their product. In order to obtain significant execution times, the composition sends large square matrices with dimensions 100×100 or greater. Figure 7 shows the structure of the composition. To compute the service execution time distributions needed by the analyzer, the multiplication service is called 500 times, and for each invocation the three measurement times (total t a , net t e , and network t n ) are recorded.
The composition performs five invocations of the matrix multiplication service, and is invoked 500 times, giving the total of 2.500 component service invocations. The distributions ρ Ea , ρ Ee , and ρ En for the respective actual composition execution (total, net, and network) times T Ea , T Ee , and T En are obtained by measurement, and the analyzer produces the distributions ρ Pa , ρ Pe , and ρ Pn for the respective predicted times T Pa , T Pe , and T Pn ..
D. Experiment Two: Sorting
In this experiment tests the accuracy of the prediction of a more complex composition which uses all the patterns mentioned in the previous section.
Two Java servlets are implemented to provide sorting services, one for BubbleSort and another one for QuickSort. Both services receive an array of integers as input and return a sorted array to the client by using its respective sorting algorithm.
A client-side composition creates 10 arrays of integers between 0 and 99. The size of each array is 1000 elements to ensure significant sorting times for the observation. The client then invokes the servlet in the same way as in the first experiment to record the execution and the network times.
To generate service time distributions for the analyzer, each service is invoked 500 times, and the relative frequencies of the collected t a , t e and t n values are used to build the corresponding input distributions for the analyzer, which computes the distributions ρ Pa , ρ Pe , and ρ Pn of the respective predicted composition times T Pa , T Pe , and T Pn . Figure 8 shows the algorithm used by the composition. The input is variable n which determines the sorting mode, which is chosen with uniform probability from the range 0..9. Based on n, the mode m is computed, so that it gets value 1 in 20% of time, value 2 in 30% of time, and value 3 in 50% of time.
The composition is executed 500 times, and the distributions ρ Ea , ρ Ee , and ρ En of the respective actual composition execution times (total, net, and network) T Ea , T Ee , and T En , are recorded, and the distributions of the respective predicted times T Pa , T Pe , and T Pn are again obtained from a single run of the analyzer.
E. Experimental Results
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the comparison between the predicted probability Pr[T P < t] and the actual probability Pr[T E < t] for the total, net, and network times, respectively Figures 12 and 14) look identical. The reason is that, since they represent total time and network time, the difference between them is net time, which is comparatively small.
The visualization of both experiments suggest the same conclusion. The prediction fits very well with the actual execution. Figures 9 and 12 illustrate that the overall predicted execution time is not perfect. However, Figures 11 and 14 show that most of the errors come from the network transmission time. Additionally, Figures 10 and 13 clearly show that the net execution time prediction (which excludes the network transmission time) has a very small error. According to these figures, it can be concluded that the prediction is very precise.
Note that the cumulative probability graphs shown in the figures are deceptively smooth, due to the great number of data points. In fact, the points in probability distributions are rather noisy, but when added together they exhibit an relatively smooth increase in the cumulative probability.
F. Error Estimation
To further assess the adequacy of our prediction, the Mean Square Error (MSE) is calculated in order to evaluate the error of the prediction (Tables I and II) , using the following formula: The smaller the MSE, the more accurate the prediction is. As the MSE gives just a number which is a raw approximation of fitting, it would be desirable to make this comparison against another prediction technique. This is difficult on one hand because it is very time-consuming, and on the other hand because as most papers / studies do not make the source code and all of the details of their benchmarks accessible. Therefore it was decided to take a different path in order to test the accuracy of the approach in this paper against other approaches.
One of the defining characteristics of the approach in this paper is the use of full-fledged probability distributions, while in most other cases predictions are made using just average QoS (i.e., taking a single point as representative of the behavior of some external service) or, at most, upper and lower bounds of QoS (i.e., a uniform distribution between the upper and lower bounds).
Therefore the experiments were repeated by using as input data for the probability distributions either a singleton distribution where a single point (the average) characterizes the behavior of external services (Constant Probability) or a uniform distribution ranging from the observed lower to the observed upper bound (Uniform Probability). These were generated taking as starting point the observed probability distribution of the services. Since the uniform probability distribution and the constant probability distribution contain less information than the observed probability distribution, we expect the predictions performed using them to be less accurate than those performed with the observed probability distribution. The results are depicted in the graphs as (blue) star for the constant probability and as a purple curve for the uniform probability, and they are evaluated in Table I and  Table II for the first and the second experiment respectively. Tables I and II show a comparable landscape: it is clear that using the observed probability distribution produces predictions which are much more accurate (the MSE is smaller) than those generated using either the uniform probability distribution or the constant probability distribution. It can also be seen that most of the prediction errors come from Pr[T Pn < t], which is difficult to control. If the network issues are excluded (Pr[T Pe < t]), the predictions show very promising results with very small MSE. We presented an approach to predict the QoS of serviceoriented systems by using probability distributions. The prediction is useful for the point of view of both service providers and service consumers in order to make better-informed decisions which involve the quality of service agreements in an SLA. At the moment, the method covers the basic coding patterns common to many programming / coordination languages, and can also be applied to other structured systems which are not implemented through computers (i.e., humanprovided services).
We also present and use in the evaluation a working prototype which analyzes the input composition w.r.t. a description of the input arguments and the QoS of the services it accesses and produces the predicted probability distribution of QoS of the program. The experimental evaluation show that our approach is able to produce accurate predictions.
We are working on improving the prototype to perform e.g. reverse calculations (i.e., which probability distributions should characterize the services so that certain qualities in the output are met). We also want to improve the internal algorithms and representations. At the moment, all pointwise calculations are exact, which may be a drawback in large examples. We plan to explore abstraction mechanisms (i.e., transforming probability samplings to reduce the number of points) which trade precision for speed and interpolation mechanisms which avoid representing all points in the domain or which make it possible to answer questions for QoS values for which no data is available.
As in all systems relying on historical, the accuracy of the predictions depends on how up-to-date is the data of the QoS of the external services. As services evolve, their QoS profile can change (due to e.g. hardware / software updates, changes in physical location, network speed, and bandwidth, etc.) These changes are in general unknown to customers, and the data regarding the QoS of the services can be easily get outdated. Hence, QoS data should be updated periodically. Besides being time consuming, this requires a strategy to decide when this data needs to be refreshed and a non-intrusive technique (e.g., online data refreshing) to actually refresh it.
